How to Participate in a Cancer Clinical Trial

**Understand**
Talk with your health care team to understand the nature of your diagnosis. Ask if there are trials that would be right for you.

Search for information on the CANADIANCANCERTRIALS.CA website. This is a great resource to find out more about available clinical trials.

**Take a close look at the Available Trials.** Is the trial accepting patients? Is the trial available at your cancer centre?

Talk to your DOCTOR about the trials you are interested in. Your health care team may be aware of other opportunities.

If you find the right trial then you will sign an INFORMED CONSENT form. Read this document carefully before signing.

Next you will be asked to undergo some TESTS to ensure that the trial is right for you and you are eligible to participate in the trial!

**Go**
You have officially volunteered and are a TRIAL PARTICIPANT - THANK YOU

Learn more www.cctg.ca